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Abstract
According to the embodied cognition view, comprehending action-related language requires
the participation of sensorimotor processes. A now sizeable literature has tested this proposal
by stimulating (with TMS or tDCS) motor brain areas during the comprehension of action
language. To assess the evidential value of this body of research, we exhaustively searched
the literature and submitted the relevant studies (N = 43) to p-curve analysis. While most
published studies concluded in support of the embodiment hypothesis, our results suggest that
we cannot yet assert beyond reasonable doubt that they explore real effects. We also found
that these studies are quite underpowered (estimated power < 30%), which means that a large
percentage of them would not replicate if repeated identically. Additional tests for excess
significance show signs of publication bias within this literature. In sum, extant brain
stimulation studies testing the grounding of action language in the motor cortex do not stand
on solid ground. We provide recommendations that will be important for future research on
this topic.
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1. Introduction
How meaning is represented in the mind and the brain is a topic at the heart of
cognitive science. According to classic cognitive theories (e.g., Fodor, 1975), meaning is
represented by means of abstract and arbitrary symbols that rely on higher-order, amodal
brain regions (e.g., Mahon & Caramazza, 2008). On the contrary, embodied cognition
theories propose that conceptual knowledge is grounded on the sensorimotor experience we
accumulate through our interaction with real-world referents. Under this view, language
understanding is mediated by detailed mental simulations produced by the (re)activation of
modality-specific brain areas primarily involved in action, perception, and emotion (for
reviews, see Barsalou et al., 2008; Binder & Desai, 2011; Fischer & Zwaan, 2008; Kiefer &
Pulvermüller, 2012; Meteyard et al., 2012).
A prominent and fruitful line of research within the embodied semantics framework
has focused on the role that the motor system plays in representing the meaning of actionrelated language (e.g., action verbs or manipulable object nouns). For instance, in their
seminal study, Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) found that processing phrases describing
movements in a specific direction (e.g., “close the drawer”) facilitates motor responses in the
same direction (i.e., away from your body). This effect was named the Action-Sentence
Compatibility Effect (ACE) and has been reported in many other studies (e.g., de Vega et al.,
2013; Glenberg et al., 2008; but see Morey et al., 2022). Another relevant source of evidence
comes from neuroimaging studies, which have consistently shown that the processing of
action verbs (e.g., “pick” or “kick”) activates the same motor areas involved in the execution
of hand and foot movements, respectively (e.g., Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006; Hauk et al., 2004;
Tettamanti et al., 2005).
Nevertheless, a pending challenge for the embodied language framework is to
convincingly demonstrate that the motor system has a truly functional role in meaning
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representation and, therefore, that it plays a core role in semantic processing, instead of being
a mere correlate or the result of post-conceptual processes (Mahon & Caramazza, 2008;
Ostarek & Bottini, 2021; Ostarek & Huettig, 2019). As a direct response to this caveat, there
is a growing body of studies that use neurostimulation techniques such as Transcranial
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS; Walsh & Cowey, 2000) and Transcranial Direct Current
Stimulation (tDCS; Nitsche & Paulus, 2000) to shed light on this controversial issue (for a
review of TMS studies of embodied language processing, see Papeo et al., 2013).
These techniques are based on the application of non-invasive stimulation over the
scalp (magnetic pulses in the case of TMS and electric current in the case of tDCS) to
temporally modulate the underlying neural activity and, in consequence, alter cognition,
behavior, and physiological activity (for an overview, see Polanía et al., 2018). These
methods have clear advantages over more classic neuroscientific strategies (e.g., lesion-based
studies) when assessing functional links between brain and behavior, mainly because of the
non-invasive and transitory nature of the neural modulation.
The application of TMS pulses over the motor cortex leads to fast and effectorspecific modulations of muscle excitability, measured through motor evoked potentials
(MEPs; Bestmann & Krakauer, 2015). Several studies have shown that processing actionrelated language that implies the same effector being stimulated affects the size of MEPs in
early temporal windows (e.g., Buccino et al., 2005; Gianelli & Dalla Volta, 2015; Glenberg et
al., 2008; Innocenti et al., 2014; Labruna et al., 2011), evidencing the participation of the
motor cortical areas in accessing the meaning of language.
Brain stimulation can also be used to test the causal contribution of a brain region in a
particular cognitive process (Polanía et al., 2018). In this line, the accumulated evidence
demonstrates that disturbing the motor or premotor cortex activity by using repetitive TMS
(rTMS; e.g., Lo Gerfo et al., 2008; Repetto et al., 2013; Vukovic et al., 2017; Willems et al.,
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2011) or tDCS (e.g., Birba et al., 2020; Gijssels et al., 2018; Niccolai et al., 2017; Vitale et
al., 2021) alters the comprehension of action-related language but not the processing of nonaction language (e.g., abstract verbs; but see Johari et al., 2021). This pattern of findings
strongly suggests a causal role for the motor system in action language understanding.
Thereby, the impression that one can obtain from this literature is that extant TMS and
tDCS studies support the grounding of action language in the motor cortex (see the full set of
currently published studies in Table 1: out of 43 studies, 40 support embodiment). Yet, not all
the available evidence points out in this direction. For example, Papeo et al. (2009) showed
that the modulation of the hand MEPs during action language processing only occurred if the
TMS pulses were applied in advanced processing stages (i.e., 500 ms post-stimulus).
Similarly, Tomasino et al. (2008) found that the application of TMS over the primary motor
cortex affected action verb processing when participants were explicitly asked to generate a
motor simulation of the action but not during purely linguistic tasks such as silent reading or
frequency judgment. These results suggest that the motor recruitment observed during
language processing may not be an integral part of meaning construction (Mahon &
Caramazza, 2008; Papeo et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the studies that do report results congruent with the embodied view are
not always consistent in their findings (Ostarek & Bottini, 2021; Ostarek & Huettig, 2019;
Shebani & Pulvermüller, 2018; Togato et al., 2021). For instance, while some studies observe
facilitatory interactions between motor activation and language processing (e.g., lower
reaction times or higher MEPs amplitudes; e.g., Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Gianelli & Dalla
Volta, 2015; Vicario & Rumiatti, 2012; Willems et al., 2011), other studies report inhibitory
interactions (e.g., higher reactions times or lower MEPs amplitudes; e.g., Buccino et al.,
2005; Candidi et al., 2010b; Kuipers et al., 2013; Vukovic et al., 2017).
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These inconsistencies could be explained by differences between the studies, such as
the stimulation protocol or the kind of stimuli employed (Boulenger et al., 2006; Innocenti et
al., 2014). Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that behavioral evidence points out the
importance of conceiving of motor-language interactions as dynamic and flexible processes
(Boulenger et al., 2006; de Vega et al., 2013; Shebani & Pulvermüller, 2018; Togato et al.,
2021). Nevertheless, some results are hard to reconcile. Probably, the best example is
Gianelli and Dalla Volta’s (2015) study, which is a better-powered replication of Buccino et
al.’s (2005) influential study. Buccino et al. (2005) found that listening to hand and footrelated sentences decreased MEPs amplitudes for hand and foot muscles, respectively. On the
contrary, Gianelli and Dalla Volta (2015) found in their replication an increase in hand MEPs
amplitudes when processing hand-related phrases and no effect whatsoever for foot MEPs.
Inconsistent findings such as these ones open one possibility that has remained
unexplored so far: Could these inconsistencies be caused by an accumulation of false-positive
findings, as the result of low statistical power and sub-optimal research practices? And if so,
how valid and reliable are in fact the results of this body of research?
It is now widely accepted that the psychological and neuroscientific literature suffers
from a credibility and replicability crisis (Button et al., 2013; Open Science Collaboration,
2015; Simmons et al., 2011; although the problem is also present in many other disciplines,
such as cancer biology; e.g., Errington et al., 2021). Indeed, it is estimated that the
replicability rate in psychological science is less than 40% (Open Science Collaboration,
2015) and the statistical power underlying neuroscience is around 20% (Button et al., 2013).
Its causes are multiple, but we can summarize them into three main ones. In the first place,
there is the use of underpowered studies, mainly because of small sample sizes, that increase
the probability of obtaining false negatives (Type II error) and inflated true effect sizes when
a positive result is obtained (Button et al., 2013; Ioannidis, 2005). Secondly, flexibility in
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data analysis and collection (e.g., in criteria for dropping outliers or running multiple types of
analyses), commonly known as p-hacking (Simmons et al., 2011), usually renders some
significant tests that favor the researchers’ hypotheses, generating the illusion that there is an
effect when it is really absent (i.e., false positives or Type I error). This flexibility interacts
with flexibility in the establishment of hypotheses, as in some cases hypotheses are
formulated after the results are known (i.e., HARKing; Kerr, 1998). Finally, there is
publication bias, namely the selective publishing of significant results, while non-significant
ones remain hidden (i.e., the file drawer problem; Rosenthal, 1979), giving rise to a literature
that gives a misleading impression about a certain topic.
Results in line with this crisis have recently started to come out in the embodied
semantics literature. For instance, a preregistered, multi-lab study (Morey et al., 2022) failed
to replicate the influential Action-Sentence Compatibility Effect (ACE; Glenberg & Kaschak,
2002) across 18 labs. Similarly, in a highly-cited article, Witt et al. (2010) concluded that the
motor system plays a crucial role in grounding the meaning of manipulable objects. However,
a recent reanalysis using multiverse analyses and Bayesian statistics (Witt et al., 2020)
showed that the results of Witt et al. (2010) did not contain enough evidence for supporting
their conclusions and that the original results depended upon decisions that researchers made
during data analysis (e.g., outlier exclusion or the type of statistical analysis).
Despite the inconsistent results and the shadow of the replicability crisis, there are no
studies that have set out to quantitatively assess the reliability of neurostimulation (TMS and
tDCS) studies of embodied language comprehension. In the present study, we aimed to
evaluate the evidential value, the underlying statistical power, and the presence of publication
bias in the available studies of this literature by using p-curve analyses (Simonsohn et al.,
2014a, 2014b, 2015) complemented with excess significance tests (Ioannidis & Trikalinos,
2007; Ioannidis, 2013).
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P-curve analysis is a novel meta-analytic tool that operates based on how the
significant p-values (p < 0.05) of a set of studies are distributed (Simonsohn et al., 2014a).
When the null hypothesis is true (i.e., there are no underlying true effects), all p-values are
expected to be equally likely and, therefore, to be distributed uniformly over the whole range
between 0 and 1. Importantly, that also applies in the range between 0 and 0.05, which is the
range of published significant findings. On the contrary, if there are true effects underlying a
set of studies and the studies have enough power to detect them, the distribution of significant
p-values is expected to be right-skewed, meaning that p-values close to 0 (e.g., p = 0.0001)
should be more likely than p-values close to the conventional significance threshold of p =
0.05 (e.g., p = 0.045). Therefore, the degree of right skewness in the distribution of p-values
between 0 and 0.05 gives us an indication of whether there are true effects underlying the set
of studies introduced in the analysis and the power of those studies to detect such effects. If
there are true underlying effects, the right-skewness of the distribution should increase the
greater the statistical power of the set of studies (Simonsohn et al., 2014a, 2014b). On the
contrary, finding a left-skewed distribution, where p-values close to 0.05 are more likely than
those close to 0, would be an indication of the researchers’ attempts for obtaining significant
results (below the established p = 0.05) when the null hypothesis is true; or, in other words,
the existence of severe p-hacking in the literature (for examples of published studies applying
p-curve analyses to other controversial topics such as power posing or ego depletion, see
Simmons & Simonsohn, 2017; Vadillo et al., 2016a).
We decided to use p-curve analysis because it allows us to deal with some of the
limitations of other meta-analytic methods (e.g., the “trim and fill” method; Duval &
Tweedie, 2000). First of all, it is important to point out that our target literature includes
several sources of heterogeneity, like the stimulation method (e.g., TMS vs. tDCS), the nature
of the dependent variables (e.g., behavioral vs. physiological) or the kind of linguistic stimuli
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(e.g., action verbs vs. manipulable object nouns). Contrary to other meta-analytic methods,
the outcomes provided by p-curve analyses rest upon statistical principles (i.e., how p-values
distribute) that are independent of the degree of homogeneity of the set of studies (Simonsohn
et al., 2014a; see also Simmons et al., 2018), making p-curve analysis an ideal tool for
analyzing heterogeneous bodies of research. Furthermore, because p-curve analysis only
includes significant values, its results are protected against publication biases (i.e., the nonpublication of negative or null findings; Simonsohn et al., 2014a).
Nonetheless, p-curve analysis does not directly test for publication bias (although
observing a clear left-skewed distribution suggests evidence for severe p-hacking; Simonsohn
et al., 2014a). For this reason, to evaluate the presence of biases in this literature, we also run
tests for excess significance (TES; Ioannidis & Trikalinos, 2007). This method allows
comparing the observed proportion of statistically significant results in a body of findings
with its expected proportion if there is a real underlying effect (i.e., its expected statistical
power). In case the observed proportion is significantly greater than the expected one, then
the findings derived from a set of studies are considered “too good to be true” (Francis,
2012), thus suggesting the presence of publication bias.

2. Method
2.1. Transparency and openness
For the sake of the transparency and reproducibility of the present work, detailed
tables of the study selection process, a disclosure table of the source of the p-values included
in the analysis, raw data, analysis scripts, and complementary analyses can be found in the
Supplementary Material section and on the Open Science Framework (OSF) webpage:
https://osf.io/ehcga/?view_only=8e7765ddc74f4893abbd97cf6f1e4bb8
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2.2. Eligibility criteria
We limited the present review to studies that met the following criteria: (1) being a
peer-reviewed research article published in an international journal in English; (2) employing
either TMS or tDCS for modulating the activity of the brain motor areas; and (3) studying the
grounding of action-related language in the motor system.
As we are interested in meaning construction during the processing of action-related
concepts, not only “classic” language comprehension studies were eligible (e.g., lexical
decision studies as Willems et al., 2011), but also memory (e.g., Vitale et al., 2021) or
learning (e.g., Liuzzi et al., 2010) studies which experimental tasks required the semantic
processing of action-related language. Because the analysis unit is the experiment, studies
containing multiple experiments were eligible as long as they included at least one
experiment that met our inclusion criteria. Only suitable experiments were taken into account
for the analyses.

2.3. Literature search and study selection
In order to localize all the neurostimulation studies within the field of embodied
language comprehension, we structured our literature search in three different stages based on
the PRISMA guidelines for conducting systematic reviews and meta-analyses (Moher et al.,
2009; Page et al., 2021).
In the first stage, we searched the Web of Science and Scopus databases by means of
the following query: (“motor system” OR “motor cortex” OR “premotor cortex”) AND
(“language comprehension” OR “language understanding” OR “language processing” OR
“semantic processing”) AND (“TMS” OR “rTMS” OR “tDCS”). The latest search was made
in May 2021. This procedure allowed us to identify 165 potential studies (76 from Web of
Science and 89 from Scopus), that turned into 133 records after removing 32 duplicates.
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Titles and abstracts of these 133 studies were screened, and those that did not fulfill our
inclusion criteria were removed as follows.
First, we eliminated 86 articles that had nothing to do with the topic of embodied
semantics. This includes studies of motor cortex neurostimulation during language processing
with goals other than evaluating the meaning construction of action-related concepts (e.g.,
studies derived from the motor theory of speech perception aimed at testing whether the
motor cortex is involved in speech perception; e.g., Schomers et al., 2015). Second, we
discarded six papers related to the topic but which were not peer-reviewed empirical studies
(i.e., reviews, meta-analyses, book chapters, or conference papers). Finally, we discarded four
empirical studies of embodied language comprehension that were not TMS or tDCS studies
(e.g., fMRI or EEG studies).
The remaining 37 neurostimulation studies were assessed for eligibility by both
authors of the present work. Disagreements were resolved by consensus. Given that we are
interested in embodiment effects during language understanding, we decided to discard three
studies that focused on gesture processing more than language comprehension (De Marco et
al., 2018; Hayek et al., 2018; Murteira et al., 2018). For a similar reason, we discarded
Meister et al.’s (2012) study considering that its experimental task involved processing only
non-linguistic stimuli (action-related images and videos). Lastly, we also discarded Papeo et
al.’s (2015) study because it is mainly centered on the interaction between the motor cortex
and the left posterior middle temporal gyrus (lpMTG) and we were only interested in motor
areas. Therefore, a total of 32 studies were selected at this first stage.
In the second stage of our literature search, we consulted the reference lists of those
32 studies. This procedure allowed us to identify five extra studies that met our inclusion
criteria. The references of these new five papers were also checked, but no more suitable
studies were located. Consequently, the article sample added up to 37 studies.
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Finally, the third stage consisted in finding papers that cited any of these 37 articles.
We manually entered each one of them in Google Scholar and then carefully checked the
studies listed in the “Cited by” section. The latest search was carried out in October 2021.
Seven extra studies were located, but one of them (Dupont et al., 2020) was discarded
because it was still in a preprint version. This increased our article sample to 43 studies.
In sum, a total of 43 studies containing 47 suitable experiments were selected for the
p-curve analysis. All articles selected are marked with an asterisk (*) in the reference list. A
flowchart that synthetizes the literature search process is depicted in Figure 1. The main
characteristics of the selected studies are compiled in Table 1. The complete list of studies
and experiments located through the search alongside their exclusion criteria can be found in
Supplementary Material, Appendix 1.

[PLEASE, PLACE FIGURE 1 NEAR HERE]

[PLEASE, PLACE TABLE 1 NEAR HERE]

2.4. Contrast selection
In order to assure the transparency and reproducibility of the present study, following
the guidelines of Simonsohn et al. (2014a), we created a disclosure table that contains
detailed information on each contrast we selected for the p-curve analysis (see Supplementary
Material, Appendix 2).
We started by identifying the researchers’ hypothesis of interest for each experiment.
Next, we established the study design that allowed the researchers to test that hypothesis
(e.g., 2 x 2 or 3 x 2). For this step, we did not consider variables that were included in the
analyses of the studies but did not clearly derive from the researchers’ predictions (i.e.,
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variables used for exploratory purposes). After that, we identified the key statistical result
that tested the stated hypothesis in the design. For simpler and more usual designs (e.g., 2 x 2
or 3 x 2), we followed the guidelines offered by Simonsohn et al. (2014a). Broadly, for
attenuated interactions (i.e., when the presence of a certain variable reduces or eliminates an
effect), we selected the interaction test, while for reversing interactions (i.e., when the
presence of a certain variable reverses an effect), we selected the simple effects that
contribute to the interaction. For example, Willems et al. (2011) expected that theta-burst
TMS over the left premotor cortex (vs. the right premotor cortex) will impair language
comprehension for action-related verbs but not for abstract verbs (i.e., attenuated interaction).
Thus, we selected the value of the two-way interaction between Stimulation site and Type of
verb. In another study, Pulvermüller et al. (2005) predicted that applying TMS pulses over
the hand primary motor cortex will facilitate the processing of hand-related verbs (compared
to foot-related verbs), whereas applying the pulses over the foot primary motor cortex should
originate the opposite pattern (i.e., reversing interaction). Hence, we selected the two main
effects that form the expected interaction between Stimulation site and Stimulus type. For
studies with more complex designs (e.g., 4 x 2 or 3 x 2 x 2), for which Simonsohn et al.
(2014a) do not offer clear enough guidelines, we tried to apply the same logic, always
justifying our decision in the disclosure table (as it has been done in previous p-curve studies,
e.g., Navas et al., 2021).
Finally, for each study, we extracted the value of the selected statistical test. Because
in some cases statistics are reported inexactly (i.e., authors only report that the p-value is
smaller than a benchmark; e.g., p < 0.05), or they are misreported (Nuijten et al., 2016),
Simonsohn et al. (2014a) recommend recomputing the exact p-value associated with each of
the selected tests. We carried out these recalculations by means of the P-curve App 4.06
(http://www.p-curve.com/app4/). If the test was not significant, we report it as “not
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significant” in our disclosure table. When the selected contrast was not reported or it was
reported in a way that impeded recalculating its respective p-value (e.g., authors do not report
the value of the statistical test that provided the p-value), we emailed the corresponding
author of the paper to request the missing values. We received none of the requested statistics
(belonging to nine studies): in two cases, the author mentioned not having access to those
data anymore and, in the other seven cases, we got no response. We report these cases (i.e.,
when the crucial test was not reported or it was reported incompletely) in our disclosure table
as “not reported” and “missing information”, respectively. Crucially, if the key test was not
significant, was not reported, or was incompletely reported, under no circumstances did we
include a contrast other than the selected one, since doing so increases the probability of
finding evidential value in a set of studies, even though they actually lack it (Simonsohn et
al., 2015).
The recalculated p-values from four studies (Johari et al., 2021; Labruna et al., 2011;
Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Vukovic & Shtyrov, 2019) differed from the original values
reported in the papers. In the cases of Pulvermüller et al.’s (2005) and Johari et al.’s (2021)
studies, discrepancies arose from the internal functioning of the app: while the original
authors applied one-sided tests, the app always recomputes all tests as two-sided. Regarding
Vukovic and Shtyrov’s (2019) study, after contacting the authors of the paper, the
discrepancy was tracked down to errors in the reporting of the degrees of freedom of their
statistics. Corrected results were included in the disclosure table and were thus used in the
analysis. Nevertheless, because they applied a false discovery rate correction (FDR) that
cannot be implemented in the app, the recalculated p-values remain still slightly different
from the ones reported in the paper. Finally, we also found that the recalculated p-values
from Labruna et al.’s (2011) study did not match the ones reported in the paper: they were
reported as significant, while the recalculated p-values did not reach significance. These
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inconsistencies could not be accounted for by any of the usual causes (e.g., one-sided tests or
multiple comparison corrections). We contacted the authors, but they did not provide any
explanation about this issue. As the misreporting affected the crucial tests of this study and
only significant p-values are included in p-curve analyses, this effectively meant that no
contrast from Labruna et al.’s (2011) study could be included in the analyses.
On many occasions, more than one contrast can be eligible for each study. For
example, there are studies with more than one hypothesis, and also studies containing
hypotheses that can be tested in multiple ways (e.g., a hypothesis formulated in
“performance” terms can be tested both by using reaction times or accuracy measures). In
these cases, in order to reduce the presence of any selection bias, Simonsohn et al. (2014a)
recommend creating a rule for selecting two alternative but equally valid contrasts and using
them for a “main analysis” and a “robustness analysis”, respectively. (Note that despite the
use of the terms “main” and “robustness”, they do not indicate the preponderance of one
analysis over the other. Both analyses are complementary and equally important.) As in
Vadillo et al. (2016a) and Navas et al. (2021), we selected the first contrast reported in the
paper for the main analysis and the second one for the robustness analysis. The same was
applied for studies with multiple hypotheses: the first hypothesis formulated in the paper was
used for selecting the contrast for the main analysis and the second hypothesis was used for
the robustness analysis. Any deviation from these rules was justified in the disclosure table.
In cases where only one possible contrast was eligible, we used the same value for both the
main and the robustness analysis.
In short, for the main analysis, a total of 54 possible values were identified. However,
14 of them were not significant, three were not reported, and five were incompletely reported,
impeding to recalculate their respective p-values. Regarding the robustness analysis, 55
potential contrasts were identified, but 14 of them were not significant, three were not
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reported, and six were incompletely reported. Therefore, a total of 32 values were included in
the main analysis, and 32 values were used for the robustness analysis.

2.5. Data analysis and statistical inference
P-curve analyses were conducted using the P-curve App 4.06 (http://www.pcurve.com/app4/). We carried out two complementary analyses: a main analysis (k = 32) and
a robustness analysis (k = 32; see the disclosure table in Supplementary Material, Appendix
2). Moreover, to make sure that the results are not biased by the inclusion of those p-values
that differed from the ones reported in the corresponding papers (see section 2.4 – Contrast
selection), we carried out the analyses with and without those values (the latter are reported
as additional analyses in the Supplementary Material, Appendix 4).
The first test conducted by the app is a test for right-skewness (Simonsohn et al.,
2014a). This test assesses whether the distribution of the selected p-values is significantly
more right-skewed than a flat distribution (as expected if the set of studies explores true
effects versus null effects). Following Simonsohn et al. (2015), if the test for the “half pcurve” (i.e., values ranging from 0 to 0.025) is significant with an alpha of 0.05, or if the tests
for both the full (i.e., values ranging from 0 to 0.05) and the half p-curve are significant with
an alpha of 0.1, then the test for right-skewness suggests that the analyzed set of studies
contains evidential value (i.e., the majority of them explore true effects). These criteria were
created to counter “ambitious p-hacking” cases (e.g., trying to obtain a p = 0.03 instead of a p
= 0.045) that rise the probability of declaring that a set of studies contains real effects even
when they are not actually present (Ulrich & Miller, 2015). Focusing on the half p-curve is
supposed to exclude a large percentage of these cases, thus providing a less biased evaluation
of the evidential value (Simonsohn et al., 2015).
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When the p-curve is not significantly right-skewed, the next step is to carry out a test
for flatness (Simonsohn et al., 2014a). In this case, the app assesses whether the entered
distribution of p-values is significantly flatter (as expected if the set of studies explores null
effects) than the one expected if a set of studies explores true effects but with an underlying
statistical power of just 33%. If the test for flatness is statistically significant with an alpha of
0.05, then it suggests that the set of studies does not contain evidential value (i.e., the
majority of them explore null effects). However, if both the right-skewness and the flatness
tests are not significant, then the p-curve analysis is declared inconclusive regarding its
evidential value (Simonsohn et al., 2014a).
To assess whether the results of the above-mentioned tests are reliable, we also
computed a cumulative meta-analysis. It consists in plotting how the significance level of
both the right-skewness test and the flatness test changes if we progressively exclude the
most extreme p-values included in the analysis (i.e., those closer to either 0 or 0.05) until
reaching half of the entered values. If the results of the tests hinge on a few extreme values,
then we should not place too much confidence in them (Simmons & Simonsohn, 2017).
In addition, p-curve analysis also provides an estimation of the underlying statistical
power of the set of studies (Simonsohn et al., 2014b; see also Simmons et al., 2018). This is
computed by comparing the degree of fit between the distribution of the entered p-values and
the expected p-curves for each value between 5% and 99% of power. The resultant power
estimate is the value with the best fit.
Finally, to evaluate the presence of publication bias in this literature, we compared the
observed proportion of statistically significant results in this body of findings with its
expected underlying power by means of tests for excess significance (Ioannidis & Trikalinos,
2007). If the observed proportion is significantly greater than the expected one, then the test
suggests the presence of publication bias. We used the number of significant p-values
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included in the p-curve analysis vs. the number of non-significant p-values to compute the
observed proportion of significant findings in the literature. The estimation of power
provided by the p-curve analysis was used as the proportion of significant results that we
should expect. Those values that were not reported in their respective papers were excluded
from the analysis, given that we cannot be certain about whether they are significant or not.
These calculations were carried out by means of one-tailed binomial tests (as in Vadillo et al.,
2016b), using the jmv package in R (R Core Team, 2021).
All the present p-curve analyses can be replicated by copy-pasting the p-values
included in the disclosure table (Supplementary Material, Appendix 2) into the P-curve App
(http://www.p-curve.com/app4/). Tests for excess significance can be replicated by running
the R script provided in the Supplementary Material, Appendix 3B with the data in Appendix
3A.

3. Results
The distribution of p-values for the main analysis is shown in Figure 2A. The rightskewness test was significant for both the full curve (Z = -2.72, p = 0.003) and the half curve
(Z = -1.67, p = 0.046). The flatness test was not significant neither for the full curve (Z = 0.31, p = 0.38) nor for the half curve (Z = 5.07, p > 0.9). The cumulative meta-analysis for
the main analysis is depicted in Figure 3A. As it shows, the significance of the rightskewness test for the full curve vanishes if only two extreme p-values are removed. More
crucially, the same happens for the half curve if we just remove the most extreme p-value (Z
= -0.92, p = 0.18). On the contrary, the flatness test remains non-significant independently of
extreme values.
The estimated underlying statistical power for this set of values is 29% (90% CI:
[10%, 53%]; Figure 4A). The proportion of significant results introduced in our analysis was
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69.5%. The test for excess significance indicates that this proportion is significantly greater
than the level of power estimated from the p-curve (29%; p < 0.001), even when considering
the upper limit of its 95% confidence interval (53%; p = 0.017).
Regarding the robustness analysis, its p-curve is shown in Figure 2B. Again, the rightskewness test was significant for both the full curve (Z = -2.47, p = 0.007) and the half curve
(Z = -1.51, p = 0.066), considering a significance threshold of p < 0.1 (see section 2.5 - Data
analysis and statistical inference). Conversely, the flatness test was not significant neither for
the full curve (Z = -0.6, p = 0.27) nor for the half curve (Z = 4.87, p > 0.9). The cumulative
meta-analysis for the robustness analysis is shown in Figure 3B. Similar to the main analysis,
the significance of the right-skewness test for the full curve only hinges on three extreme pvalues. More importantly, the right-skewness test for the half curve relies on the inclusion of
just one extreme p-value (Z = -0.94, p = 0.17). The flatness test remains non-significant
independently of extreme values.
The estimated underlying statistical power for this set of values is 25% (90% CI: [9%,
49%]; Figure 4B). Again, the test for excess significance indicates that the observed
proportion of significant p-values (69.5%) is significantly greater than this expected level of
power (25%; p < 0.001), even if we consider the upper limit of its 95% confidence interval
(49%; p = 0.004).

[PLEASE, PLACE FIGURE 2 NEAR HERE]

[PLEASE, PLACE FIGURE 3 NEAR HERE]

[PLEASE, PLACE FIGURE 4 NEAR HERE]
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Running the analyses after excluding the p-values from those studies in which the
original and recalculated p-values did not match does not significantly change the results (see
Supplementary Material, Appendix 4).

4. Discussion
The present work aimed to evaluate the evidential value of the results derived from
brain stimulation studies that test the predictions of the embodied semantics framework
regarding the involvement of motor cortex in language comprehension (e.g., Buccino et al.,
2005; Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Willems et al., 2011). To do so, we first identified all the
relevant studies published up to now in international journals (N = 43). Then, we
quantitatively assessed the soundness of their results by means of p-curve analyses
(Simonsohn et al., 2014a) complemented with tests of excess of significance (Ioannidis &
Trikalinos, 2007).

4.1. Do neurostimulation studies of embodied semantics stand on solid ground?
As Table 1 shows, out of 43 studies included in the analyses, only three conclude
against the embodiment thesis, while the remaining 40 concluded in support. Hence, the
impression that researchers can obtain from an overview of this literature is that current brain
stimulation studies support, to a large extent, the grounding of meaning in the motor cortex.
Akin to this impression, in a first approach, present results suggested that this set of studies
contains evidential value (i.e., the majority of these studies explore true effects), as indexed
by significantly right-skewed curves for both the main and the robustness analysis (Figure 2).
Nonetheless, and crucially, this right skewness vanished after removing just one of the 32
values entered in the analyses (Figure 3). Following Simmons and Simonsohn (2017), if the
results hinge on very few values, we should not place too much confidence in them. In the
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present case, it seems obvious that we cannot thus consider that the present p-curves show
evidential value. However, we did not find that those curves were significantly flat either
(Figure 2), as would be expected if the set of studies lacks evidential value (i.e., the majority
of the studies do not explore true effects). Hence, the resultant p-curves are not as rightskewed as expected if they have evidential value, nor flat enough to conclude that they lack
it. Therefore, accordingly to the guidelines of Simonsohn et al. (2014a), concerning its
evidential value, we declare our analysis as inconclusive. However, this does not prevent us
from extracting some important conclusions and implications for the embodied language
literature.
First, an inconclusive p-curve analysis means that the analyzed set of values is too
noisy for allowing any clear interpretation of its evidential value (Simonsohn et al., 2014a),
so we cannot confirm whether these studies explore real effects or not. Second, following
Simonsohn et al. (2014a), when a p-curve is inconclusive, more p-values are necessary to
establish its evidential value. It is important to emphasize that we performed an exhaustive
literature search that provided us with (presumably) all the studies on the topic published in
international journals, and our p-curves include more values than other previously published
p-curve analyses (e.g., Burns et al., 2019; Simmons & Simonsohn, 2017). Thus, a noteworthy
conclusion we can draw from the analysis of this body of research is that, after almost two
decades and more than 40 studies, the work published to date does not yet allow us to
establish that there are real underlying effects and thus, that the hypothesis that the motor
system is functionally implicated in language understanding is supported by the evidence.
This is a shocking result that contrasts with the impression that readers could obtain regarding
the state of the art on this topic. Therefore, our results suggest that more quality research is
needed to reach clear conclusions about embodiment effects in neurostimulation studies.
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Another striking result of the present study concerns the estimated underlying power
of the analyzed set of studies. Specifically, our p-curve analysis estimates power at just 29%
(95% CI: [10%, 53%]) for the main analysis and 25% (95% CI: [9%, 49%]) for the
robustness analysis. These values are far from the recommended 80% power (Button et al.,
2013; Cohen, 1988), suggesting that these studies are underpowered. This level of power
means that less than 30% of them would be significant if they were repeated (up to around
50% in the best scenario; see Simmons & Simonsohn, 2017), which poses important
replicability issues for this set of findings. However, readers should keep in mind that this
conclusion only applies if the studies were repeated exactly as the original (i.e., same sample,
stimuli, procedure, and analysis).
The low replication rate predicted by the analysis may also be taken to suggest that
the majority (around 70%) of the findings derived from these neurostimulation studies of
embodied semantics are false positives. Nevertheless, this affirmation should be treated
cautiously since the relation between power and false positives is complex and not always
intuitive. Statistical power is the probability of finding a significant effect when, in fact, there
is an underlying effect. The false-positive rate is the probability of obtaining a significant
result when there is no underlying effect (Type I error). These two probabilities are, in
principle, independent: a low power increases the false-negative rate (Type II error) but does
not affect the false-positive rate (Button et al., 2013; Ioannidis, 2005). For this reason, the
analyzed studies might all be reporting true findings with a low power (e.g., 30%). In this
case, conducting these experiments again using a highly-powered design could lead to a
replication rate of 100%. However, another plausible scenario is that this body of research
contains both studies exploring true effects and studies reporting false positives. To illustrate,
imagine that half of the studies report true effects with a power of 55%, while the other half
report false-positive results. Averaging 55% and 5% - which is the proportion of significant
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results expected by chance (i.e., false positives) with an alpha of 0.05 - will result in a
computed power of 30%. P-curve analysis does not allow us to discern between these
possibilities, but what is clear is that low power reduces research outcomes’ value, making
science uninterpretable, non-replicable, and inefficient (Button et al., 2013).
Does this body of research contain traces of publication bias? The answer seems to be
yes. Tests for excess significance show that the observed proportion of significant p-values
among these studies (around 70%) is way higher than the expected proportion according to
our power estimation (around 30%, up to around 50% if we take the upper limit of its
confidence interval). This result suggests that the findings in this literature are “too good to
be true” (Francis, 2012). In other words, this literature contains signs of publication bias
(Ioannidis & Trikalinos, 2007). However, as discussed by Ioannidis (2013), tests for excess
significance do not inform us about what specific practices lie beneath the bias (e.g., selective
publication of significant findings, p-hacking, or even scientific fraud). In the present case,
considering the low replication rate predicted by our results, it is plausible that some teams
had tried and failed to conceptually replicate the findings of this body of research and that,
given the reticence of both researchers and scientific journals to publish null results (Franco
et al., 2014), many of these studies have had trouble coming to light (i.e., a file drawer
problem; Rosenthal, 1979). Whatever the case, the presence of publication bias clearly
undermines the confidence we can place in this set of studies.
In a nutshell, these results suggest that this literature is not as reliable as it could seem,
calling for the urgent implementation of several methodological changes.

4.2. Recommendations for future studies
First of all, we believe that the shortage of power in these studies can be traced mainly
to their sample sizes. With few exceptions (e.g., Birba et al., 2020; Gijssels et al., 2018;
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Liuzzi et al., 2010; Vukovic & Shtyrov, 2019), the majority of these investigations use quite
small sample sizes (MN = 22.7, SDN = 16.4; see Figure 5 and Table 1), which is associated
with low statistical power and, in consequence, with the propensity to find false negatives and
overestimate true effect sizes (Button et al., 2013; Ioannidis, 2005). Moreover, small samples
are more likely to be affected by the researcher degrees of freedom (e.g., trying different
criteria for outlier exclusion, data trimming, and so on), which increases the probability of
obtaining significant results by chance (Simmons et al., 2011). Consider the study by Gianelli
and Dalla Volta (2015). In their attempt to replicate Buccino et al.’s (2005) study, they run a
power analysis that indicated that, to find an effect of that size with adequate power, they
would need a sample size approximately 2.5 times larger than the one employed in the
original study (N = 8). Even using a more adequate sample size (N = 21), they failed to
replicate Buccino et al.’s (2005) pattern of results. Consequently, one of the main conclusions
that follows from the present study is that future investigations on this topic should establish
sample sizes that secure enough power (i.e., using a priori power analyses; for details, see
Lakens, 2022).

[PLEASE, PLACE FIGURE 5 NEAR HERE]

We would also like to point out that, except for Gianelli and Dalla Volta (2015), none
of the analyzed studies has been (at least, explicitly) preregistered. Preregistration does not
automatically make an investigation better, but it is a practice that prevents p-hacking and
HARKing (Simmons et al., 2021) and also allows other researchers to evaluate science in a
more transparent way (Lakens, 2019). Therefore, another recommendation we make for
future work in this field is to preregister hypotheses, sample size, analysis plan, and any other
experimenter degrees of freedom before carrying out data collection (for details, see
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Simmons et al., 2021), which will control for indiscriminate flexibility and facilitate a lessbiased evaluation of outcomes (Lakens, 2019; Simmons et al., 2021). In addition, researchers
should also consider publishing their investigations as registered reports: a novel publishing
model in which the article is accepted before data collection and analysis, provided that it
fulfills the required quality standards (for details, see Chambers & Tzavella, 2022). This
facilitates the dissemination of negative and null results, thus preventing the file drawer
problem and other kinds of publication bias.
Closely related to the prior points, another key recommendation for future work is to
carry out well-powered direct replications of previous findings (Nosek et al., 2022; Zwaan et
al., 2018). To date, the only published direct replication of a neurostimulation study of
embodied language comprehension is Gianelli and Dalla Volta’s (2015) study. Considering
the low replication rate predicted by the present p-curve analysis, a preregistered, multi-lab,
neurostimulation study for testing the functional implication of the motor system in actionlanguage understanding would be an extremely valuable piece of information (for a similar
proposal, see Ostarek & Huettig, 2019).
Another important point to discuss is misreporting. When we recalculated the exact pvalues from the key contrasts that we had selected for our analysis, we found mismatches in
four studies (see section 2.4 - Contrast Selection). In two cases (Johari et al., 2021;
Pulvermüller et al., 2005), those mismatches could be traced down to the use of one-sided
tests, that cannot be run by the P-curve App. In another case (Vukovic & Shtyrov, 2019), the
mismatches were due to the combination of human error (when reporting degrees of freedom)
and the use of statistical corrections that cannot be implemented in our analyses, but they
were without consequences for the interpretation of findings (p-values were correctly
reported in the paper). In the last of them (Labruna et al., 2011), the misreporting (either
accidental or intentional) could not be traced down to any of the usual causes and,
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importantly, it affected the main conclusions of the paper, as the recalculated p-values did not
support the embodiment thesis. The point we want to make here is that many (if not all) of
these discrepancies could have been easily detected at the review stage through automated
detection procedures (such as StatCheck; Nuijten et al., 2016; this tool can be accessed online
at http://statcheck.io/). We contend that all scientific journals should implement these
procedures as part of their routine quality checks.
A related topic is the non-reporting and the misuse of important statistical
information. When we selected the key statistical contrast of each study following the
guidelines of Simonsohn et al. (2014a), we noticed that a large percentage of them could not
be included in the analyses because they were not significant, they were incompletely
reported, or they were not reported at all (see section 2.4 - Contrast selection). Indeed, from
the 43 selected studies (containing 47 experiments), we selected 54 contrasts for the main
analysis and 55 contrasts for the robustness analysis, but, in both cases, only 32 of them could
be included in the analyses (59.3% for the main analysis and 59.2% for the robustness
analysis). For example, Tremblay et al. (2012) hypothesized that applying rTMS over the
premotor cortex (vs. sham rTMS) should prevent semantic priming for action and
manipulable object phrases but not for non-manipulable object and orofacial phrases.
Although one-tailed t-tests confirmed this pattern of results, the crucial two-way interaction
between Stimulation type and Phrase type was not significant. In another study, Cattaneo et
al. (2010) expected that TMS over the left ventral premotor cortex (compared to TMS over
the left dorsal premotor cortex and No TMS) would impair semantic processing for tool
nouns but not for animal nouns. This effect was expected to arise only in congruent trials (vs.
incongruent trials). Again, pairwise comparisons supported the predictions of the researchers,
but neither the key three-way interaction between Stimulation type, Noun type, and Trial type
nor the two-way interaction between Stimulation type and Noun type were reported in the
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paper. This kind of result is interpreted in favor of the researchers’ hypotheses and thus, as
support for the embodied view. Nonetheless, according to some authors (e.g., Gelman &
Stern, 2006; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011), this way of analyzing interactions is incorrect and
poses an important problem for the statistical validity of psychological and neuroscientific
research. The presence of these practices in the brain stimulation studies of embodied
language comprehension can be taken by itself as proof that their conclusions do not stand on
solid ground. Thereby, practices like these should be avoided by authors and discouraged by
scientific journals. As an additional note, reporting p-values without the value of their
respective statistical tests and associated degrees of freedom, as it occurs in some other cases
(e.g., Candidi et al., 2010b; Gough et al., 2013), is a practice that stands in the way of future
meta-analytic work and should be avoided too.
Continuing with the statistical recommendations, we also noticed that the vast
majority of the reviewed studies analyzed their data by means of analyses of variance
(ANOVA). In psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic research, participants are commonly
presented with lists of linguistic stimuli and the researchers intend to generalize their results
both to the participants and the items population. Hence, both participants and items are
random factors, since their levels are drawn by random sampling from a population. The
widespread ANOVA does not allow the incorporation of more than one random factor. For
this reason, data are normally averaged over the other random factor before entering it into
the analysis. The main problem with this is that, by averaging over the other random factor,
the analysis fails to consider part of the error variability. This inflates the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis when there is no effect (i.e., Type I error), thus leading to falsepositive findings (Judd et al., 2012). One of the proposed solutions is the use of linear mixedeffects models (LMMs; for an overview, see Baayen et al., 2008). Unlike ANOVAs, the
LMM approach allows taking into account the variability in the data explained by several
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random factors, such as the participants and the items, thus providing more accurate and
generalizable results. Future neurostimulation studies of embodied language comprehension
should adopt linear mixed-effects models as a default practice in their analysis routine, which
will increase the credibility of the outcomes (indeed, this practice has already been
implemented in some of the extant studies in this literature; Gijssels et al., 2018; Johari et al.,
2021; Niccolai et al., 2017; Monaco et al., 2021).
Another suggestive theme is how the results of the reviewed studies relate to the
embodied language claims. As an example, because meaning is expected to be grounded on
bodily experience, the embodiment view predicts effector-specific simulations of language
content (e.g., the verb “pick” should recruit the hand motor cortex, while “kick” should
recruit foot-related regions; Pulvermüller, 2005). Some brain stimulation studies have
considered this aspect in their design (e.g., Buccino et al., 2005; Kuipers et al., 2013;
Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Tremblay et al., 2012), but others have neglected it (e.g., Gijssels et
al., 2018; Labruna et al., 2011; Oliveri et al., 2004; Willems et al., 2011). For example,
Vukovic et al. (20117) assessed the effect of applying rTMS over the hand motor cortex
when processing hand action verbs. As comparison condition, they used non-action, abstract
verbs. Since they did not include action verbs related to other body effectors (e.g., feet or
mouth), we cannot be sure that any observed implication of the motor cortex in representing
language meaning is truly effector-specific. Overlooking this design aspect is problematic
because it renders conclusions that can also be interpreted in agreement with theoretical
accounts other than embodiment (see Chatterjee, 2010; Mahon & Caramazza, 2008).
Consider the study by Onmyoji et al. (2015). They observed that reading hand movement
phrases recruited the hand motor cortex, as indexed by the activation of hand muscles,
measured through MEPs. In principle, this result replicates previous embodiment findings
(e.g., Glenberg et al., 2008; Scorolli et al., 2012). However, sentences related to leg
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movements, and even those unrelated to movement, generated the same effect on hand motor
activation. And crucially, reading aloud caused more amplitude in MEPs than silent reading.
These results suggest that motor recruitment during action language comprehension might be
provoked by speech-related motor movements rather than by effector-specific, embodied
simulations. Researchers planning to conduct future neuromodulation studies in this field
should thus design their experiment in a way that allows them to confirm the embodied
cognition hypotheses and, at the same time, discard alternative explanations. This not only
applies to control stimuli but also to other design aspects such as the control stimulation
condition or the timing of stimulation.
Finally, recent neurostimulation studies suggest functional and bidirectional links
between motor and association areas outside the motor system underlying the grounding of
action concepts. For instance, Papeo et al. (2015) showed that applying rTMS to the left
posterior middle temporal gyrus (lpMTG) eliminated the increase in MEPs amplitude evoked
by the processing of action verbs found in previous investigations (e.g., Innocenti et al., 2014;
Oliveri et al., 2004). In another study, Vukovic and colleagues (2021) found that the
acquisition of action-related vocabulary generates microstructural changes in prefrontal,
parietal, and temporal regions and that these plasticity effects can be modulated by the
application of theta-burst TMS over the motor cortex. These results are in line with current
proposals arguing that mental operations rely on complex neural networks, in contrast to the
idea that a certain region is selectively engaged in a particular cognitive process (for an
overview, see Pessoa, 2014). Future brain stimulation studies of embodied language
comprehension should also target these higher-order association regions, alongside motor
system areas, in order to reach a deeper understanding of the complex neurocognitive basis of
action language semantics.
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4.3. Limitations
One first potential caveat that can be raised against the present study has to do with
how studies and contrasts were selected for inclusion in the p-curve analysis. Indeed, for
studies with complex designs, we needed to follow our own rules, given that Simonsohn et al.
(2014a) do not offer specific guidelines for them. However, to guarantee the transparency and
replicability of our results, detailed information about the implemented selection processes
and all relevant decisions is provided in the Supplementary Material (see Appendixes 1 and
2), so other researchers can assess their suitability and also reanalyze our data by
implementing the changes they consider appropriate.
Second, like any statistical method, p-curve analysis must be interpreted carefully and
always considering its limitations (e.g., see Brunner & Schimmack, 2020; McShane et al.,
2020). Here, we complemented our p-curve analysis with several additional analyses
including robustness tests, cumulative meta-analyses, and tests for excess significance.
Nonetheless, we encourage future researchers to complement the present findings by means
of other meta-analytic methods such as “trim and fill” meta-analyses (Duval & Tweedie,
2000) or z-curves (Brunner & Schimmack, 2020).

4.4. Conclusions
The present study suggests that the extant brain stimulation studies that assess the
grounding of action-related language in the motor system do not stand on solid ground.
First, the evidential value of these studies is unclear, so we cannot assert that they
examine true effects. Second, their estimated underlying power is low (less than 30%),
making the majority of them (more than 50%) not replicable in the future if identical
repetitions were carried out. It is possible that some of them explore true effects (with low
power), while others may be reporting false-positive findings. Third, the observed proportion
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of significant results is clearly greater than what can be expected given the overall power.
The main causes of this situation are, probably, small sample sizes and publication bias. In
addition, we also identified other issues that contribute to the problem and leave room for
improvement, such as the absence of preregistrations, cases of non-reporting and
misreporting of important statistical information, and failure to adopt analyses that allow
taking into account more than one random factor.
This conclusion is congruent with recently published studies that have also laid bare
the fragility of the results derived from other lines of embodied semantics research (e.g.,
Montero-Melis et al., 2022; Morey et al., 2022; Papesh, 2015; Saccone et al., 2021; Witt et
al., 2020; see section 1 - Introduction). More widely, our conclusion is also consistent with
the difficulties that have been found to replicate many published results across the social and
biomedical sciences, including psychology and neuroscience (Button et al., 2013; Ioannidis,
2005; Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Simmons et al., 2011).
Importantly, our findings should not be interpreted as speaking against the theory of
embodiment in language. As stated by Simonsohn et al. (2014a), p-curve analysis evaluates
the reliability of a set of results (whatever those findings are), not the theory they are
supposed to be assessing. The tenet that the motor areas of the brain are functionally involved
in action language comprehension may be right or wrong, but the present work cannot
provide a conclusive answer to this question. However, what is clear is that, in order to
evaluate a scientific question, we first need to have sound and reliable evidence. Present
results do suggest that currently available neurostimulation studies of embodied language
comprehension do not provide clear evidential value, contradicting the impression that a
reader may obtain from the published evidence. Consequently, we encourage researchers to
continue running TMS and tDCS studies for testing the predictions of the embodied view, but
to do so keeping in mind the methodological recommendations described above, such as
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preregistration, direct replication, statistical soundness, and the use of well-powered designs.
Together with other high-quality studies from many different sources of evidence, including
behavioral, brain imaging, psychophysiological, and patient studies, it will be possible to
assess whether the meaning of action-related concepts is grounded on the motor system.
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Figures

Figure 1. Flowchart of the literature search and the article selection process.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the selected p-values for the main analysis (A) and the robustness analysis
(B). The red dotted line represents the expected distribution if the studies explore null effects. The
green striped line represents the expected distribution if the studies explore true effects but with a
power of only 33%. The blue continuous line depicts the observed distribution of p-values.
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Figure 3. Cumulative meta-analysis for the main analysis (A) and the robustness analysis (B). Plots
represent how the significance level of the right-skewness test for the full (top) and half p-curve
(mid), and the flatness test (bottom) changes if we progressively exclude the most extreme p-values
included in the analysis until reaching half of them. The red horizontal line depicts the conventional
significance threshold of p = 0.05.
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Figure 4. Estimation of the underlying power of the studies included in the main analysis (A) and
the robustness analysis (B). Plots represent the degree of fit (vertical axis) between the present pcurve and the expected p-curves for each value ranging between 5% and 99% of power (horizontal
axis). The resulting estimate (red point) is the value with the better fit.
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Figure 5. Sample size distribution across the studies included in the analyses.
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Tables
Table 1. Main characteristics of the studies included in the p-curve analysis.

Study

Birba et al.
(2020)

Experimental design

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

M1

Text type (action-landen
vs. neutral) x Information
type (action-related vs.
circumstantial) x
Stimulation (anodal-M1
vs. anodal-VLPFC vs.
sham-M1)

Answering
comprehension
questions about
the texts

Performance in
the text
comprehension
task

Supports

M1

Word type (action verb
vs. object noun) x
Stimulation (anodal vs.
cathodal vs. sham)

Translate
pseudowords
into the
participants’
language

Percentage of
novel action
and object
words correctly
translated

Supports

Lexical
decision

RT + ACC

Supports

Passive
listening

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N = 68

tDCS

N = 18
Branscheidt
et al. (2017)

(Healthy old
participants)

tDCS

N = 16
Branscheidt
et al. (2018)
Buccino et al.
(2005)
Experiment 1

(Post-stroke
aphasic
participants)

tDCS

M1

N=8

sp-TMS

M1

Word type (action verbs
vs. object nouns) x
Stimulus type (real word
vs. pseudoword) x
Stimulation (anodal vs.
sham)
Sentence type (handrelated vs. foot-related vs.
abstract) x Stimulation
site (hand M1 vs. foot
M1) x Muscle (opponens
pollicis vs. first dorsal
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

Bundt et al.
(2015)

N = 22

sp-TMS

M1

Cacciari et al.
(2011)

N=9

sp-TMS

M1

Candidi et al.
(2010a)

N = 19

sp-TMS

M1

N = 13

sp-TMS

M1

Candidi et al.
(2010b)
Experiment 1

Experimental design
interosseus for hand;
tibialis anterior vs.
gastrocnemius for foot)
Word (“right” vs. “left”)
x Trial (compatible vs.
incompatible vs. neutral)
x Stimulation site (right
M1 vs. left M1) x TMS
timing (250 vs. 320 vs.
500 vs. 640 ms)
Sentence type (literal
motion vs. metaphorical
motion vs. fictive motion
vs. idiomatic vs. mental
verbs) x Muscle (tibialis
anterior vs.
gastrocnemius)
Verb type (hand-related
vs. foot-related vs.
sensory vs. abstract) x
Verb tense (future vs.
past) x Muscle (first
dorsal interosseous vs.
tibialis anterior)
Stimulus type (surname
vs. face) x Sport (football
vs. tennis) x Limb (arm
vs. leg) x Muscle (tibialis
anterior vs. soleus for leg;
extensor carpi radialis vs.

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Discriminate
the color of a
cross (color
trials) and
silently read
words (word
trials)

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Silent reading

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Reading aloud
verbs

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Discriminate
between soccer
players and
tennis players

MEPs
amplitude

Supports
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Cattaneo et
al. (2010)

Courson et
al. (2017)

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N = 12

sp-TMS

vPMC

N = 16

rTMS

SMA

sp-TMS

M1

sp-TMS

M1

Study 2
Gianelli &
Dalla Volta
(2015)
Experiment 1
Gianelli et al.
(2020)
Experiment 1

N = 21
(Preregistered)
N = 14

Experimental design

Experimental
task

flexor carpi radialis for
arm)
Word type (tool noun vs.
animal noun) x Trial type
Discriminate
(congruent vs.
between tool
incongruent) x
nouns and
Stimulation (vPMC vs.
animal nouns
dPMC vs. No TMS)
Sentence type (human
action vs. non-human
Determine if
action) x Stimulation site the content of a
(SMA vs. pre-SMA) x
sentence was
Stimulation (TMS vs. No
true or false
TMS)
Sentence type (handrelated vs. foot-related vs.
Passive
abstract) x Stimulation
listening
site (hand M1 vs. foot
M1)
Modality (linguistic: pairs
Answer
of object nouns and
questions
action verbs vs. visual:
related to the
pairs of images
presented
representing objects and
stimuli
actions) x Muscle
(abductor digiti minimi
vs. first dorsal
interosseous) x TMS
timing (baseline vs.
object vs. 150 vs. 350 vs.

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

RT

Supports

RT + ACC

Supports

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

MEPs
amplitude

Supports
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

Experimental design

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Answer
questions
related to the
presented
stimuli

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Lexical
decision

RT + ACC

Supports

Discriminate
between
sensible and
non-sensible
phrases

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Discriminate
between

MEPs
amplitude

500 ms)

Gianelli et al.
(2020)

N = 14

sp-TMS

M1

Experiment 2

Gijssels et al.
(2018)

Glenberg et
al. (2008)

N = 73

tDCS

PMC

N = 11

sp-TMS

M1

N = 15

sp-TMS

M1

Experiment 2
Gough et al.
(2012)

Language: L1
Modality (linguistic: pairs
of object nouns and
action verbs vs. visual:
pairs of images
representing objects and
actions) x Muscle
(abductor digiti minimi
vs. first dorsal
interosseous) x TMS
timing (baseline vs.
object vs. 150 vs. 350 vs.
500 ms)
Language: L2
Word type (action verb
vs. abstract verb) x
Stimulation (anodal vs.
cathodal) x Response
hand (right vs. left)
Verb type (concrete vs.
abstract) x Sentence type
(transfer vs. no-transfer)
x TMS timing (at the end
of the verb vs. at the end
of the sentence)
Word type (graspable
noun vs. non-graspable

Supports
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Gough et al.
(2013)

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N = 14

sp-TMS

sp-TMS

noun) x Noun type
(natural vs. artificial)

objects and
non-objects
nouns

M1

Adjective type (denoting
a positive vs. a negative
property for interaction) x
Muscle (first dorsal
interosseus vs. extensor
communis digitorum)

Discriminate if
a letter was
present in the
later presented
word

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

M1

Word type (action verb
vs. abstract verb) x Block
(first vs. second)

Discriminate
between action
verbs and
abstract verbs

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Discriminate
between
sensible and
non-sensible
phrases

RT

Supports

Read pairs of
verbs silently

N400
amplitude

Supports

Silent reading
+ Passive
listening

MEPs
amplitude

TMS
Experiment
Johari et al.
(2021)

N = 23

HD-tDCS

M1

Kuipers et al.
(2013)

N = 12

rTMS

M1

N = 19

sp-TMS

M1

Labruna et al.
(2011)

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Experimental design

Innocenti et
al. (2014)
N = 13

Dependent
measure

Experimental
task

Sentence type (literal
action vs. idiomatic
action vs. metaphoric
action vs. visual) x
Stimulation (cathodal vs.
sham)
Word type (hand-related
verb vs. mouth-related
verb) x Stimulation
(active TMS vs. sham) x
Electrode (Cz vs. C2 vs.
CPz vs. CP2)
Word type (action-related
verb vs. non-action word)
x Modality (visual vs.
auditory) x TMS timing

Supports
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

Experimental design

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Answering
questions
concerning the
last read
sentence

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Percentage of
novel action
words correctly
translated

Supports

RT

Supports

RT + MEPs
amplitude

Supports

RT + ACC

Supports

(150 vs. 300 ms)
Liuzza et al.
(2011)

Liuzzi et al.
(2010)

Lo Gerfo et
al. (2008)

N = 14

pp-TMS

M1

N = 63

tDCS

M1

N = 15

rTMS

M1

N = 34

sp-TMS

M1

N = 20

tDCS

M1

Experiment 2
Monaco et al.
(2021)
Niccolai et
al. (2017)

Sentence type (actionrelated vs. abstract) x
Sentence polarity
(positive vs. negative)

Word type (pseudoword
associated with a bodyTranslate
related action vs.
pseudowords
associated with an object)
into the
x Stimulation (anodal vs.
participants’
cathodal vs. sham) x
language
Stimulation site (M1 vs.
DLPFC)
Grammatical class (verb
Produce
vs. noun) x Semantic
singular/plural
class (action-related vs.
forms of nouns
abstract) x Stimulation
+ Conjugate
(TMS vs. No TMS)
verbs
Word type (action verb
Decide if the
vs. non-action verb) x
presented verbs
Language (L1 vs. L2) x
describe a
TMS timing (125 vs. 275
physical or a
vs. 350 vs. 500 ms)
mental action
Word type (hand-related
Discriminate
verb vs. foot-related verb)
between
x Stimulation (anodal vs.
concrete and
cathodal vs. sham) x
abstract verbs
Response effector (hand using either the
vs. foot) x Semantic
hand or the
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Oliveri et al.
(2004)

Onmyoji et
al. (2015)

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N=8

N = 18

sp-TMS +
pp-TMS

sp-TMS

M1

M1

Experiment 1

Papeo et al.
(2009)

N = 11

sp-TMS

M1

Experiment 1

N = 14

sp-TMS

M1

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Produce
singular/plural
forms of nouns
+ Conjugate
verbs

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Silent reading
+ Reading
aloud

MEPs
amplitude

Against

MEPs
amplitude + RT
+ ACC

Against

MEPs

Against

Experimental design

discrimination
performance (high vs.
low)

foot,
depending on
the geometric
shape of a
prime

Grammatical class (verb
vs. noun) x Semantic
class (action vs. nonaction) x Stimulation
(single-pulse vs. pairedpulse ISI 1 ms vs. pairedpulse ISI 10 ms)
Sentence type (hand
movement vs. foot
movement vs. no
movement) x Reading
(aloud vs. silent) x TMS
timing (1000 vs. 2000
ms)
Word type (hand action
verb vs. non-hand action
verb vs. non-action verb)
x Task (semantic vs.
syllabic)
TMS timing: 170 ms

Papeo et al.

Dependent
measure

Experimental
task

Word type (hand action

Discriminate
between action
and non-action
verbs
(semantic task)
+ Indicate the
number of
syllables of the
verbs (syllabic
task)
Discriminate
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

Experimental design

verb vs. non-hand action
verb vs. non-action verb)
x Task (semantic vs.
syllabic)

(2009)
Experiment 2

TMS timing: 350 ms

Papeo et al.
(2009)

N = 11

sp-TMS

M1

Experiment 3

Word type (hand action
verb vs. non-hand action
verb vs. non-action verb)
x Task (semantic vs.
syllabic)
TMS timing: 500 ms

Papeo et al.
(2016)

N = 18

sp-TMS

M1

N = 14

sp-TMS

M1

N = 42

sp-TMS

M1

Experiment 1
Papeo et al.
(2016)
Experiment 2
Papitto et al.

Experimental
task
between action
and non-action
verbs
(semantic task)
+ Indicate the
number of
syllables of the
verbs (syllabic
task)
Discriminate
between action
and non-action
verbs
(semantic task)
+ Indicate the
number of
syllables of the
verbs (syllabic
task)

Word type (action-related
verb vs. state-related
Recognize the
verb) x Polarity (positive
already
vs. negative) x TMS
presented verbs
timing (250 vs. 400 vs.
550 ms)
Word type (action-related
Recognize the
verb vs. state-related
already
verb) x Polarity (positive
presented verbs
vs. negative)
Concreteness (abstract
Silent reading

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

amplitude + RT
+ ACC

MEPs
amplitude + RT
+ ACC

Against

MEPs
amplitude

Supports

EMG: cortical
silent period
(CSP) duration

Supports

MEPs

Supports
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

(2021)

Pulvermüller
et al. (2005)

Reilly et al.
(2019)

Repetto et al.
(2013)
Scorolli et al.
(2012)

N = 12

N = 33

sp-TMS

sp-TMS

M1

M1

N = 20

rTMS

M1

N = 16

sp-TMS

M1

Experimental design
verb + abstract noun vs.
abstract verb + concrete
noun vs. concrete verb +
concrete noun) x Polarity
(positive vs. negative) x
TMS timing (at verb vs.
at noun vs. at adverb) x
Language (Italian vs.
German)
Word type (hand-related
verb vs. foot-related verb)
x Stimulation site (hand
M1 vs. foot M1)
Sentence type (literal
action vs. metaphoric
action vs. abstract) x
Stimulation site (M1 vs.
occipital pole) x TMS
timing (150 vs. 300 vs.
450 ms)
Word type (action verb
vs. abstract verb) x
Stimulation site (right M1
vs. left M1)
Verb type (concrete vs.
abstract) x Noun type
(concrete vs. abstract) x
Sentence type (sensible
vs. non-sensible) x
Stimulation (active TMS

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

amplitude

Lexical
decision

Latency of the
EMG
recordings (RT)

Supports

Discriminate
between
sensible and
non-sensible
phrases

RT + MEPs
amplitude

Supports

RT

Supports

MEPs
amplitude + RT
+ ACC

Supports

Discriminate
between
concrete and
abstract verbs
Discriminate
between
sensible and
non-sensible
phrases
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Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N = 22
SuárezGarcía et al.
(2021)

Tomasino et
al. (2008)

(Parkinson’s
Disease
patients)

N = 20

tDCS

sp-TMS

M1

M1

Tremblay et
al. (2012)

N = 16

rTMS

vPMC

Vicario &
Rumiati
(2012)

N = 36

tDCS

M1

N = 14

sp-TMS

M1

Vicario et al.
(2013)

Experimental design
vs. sham) x TMS timing
(at verb vs. at noun)
Word type (action verb
vs. object noun) x
Stimulation (anodal vs.
sham) x Time point
(before vs. after
stimulation)
Task (silent reading vs.
frequency judgement vs.
motor imagery) x
Stimulation site (M1 vs.
vertex) x Stimulation
timing (150 vs. 300 vs.
450 ms)
Stimuli: action verbs
Sentence type (manual
action vs. manipulable
noun vs. orofacial vs.
non-manipulable noun) x
Stimulation (active vs.
sham TMS)
Sentence type (motor vs.
non-motor) x Stimulation
(anodal vs. cathodal vs.
sham) x Trial (matching
vs. mismatching)
Word type (soccer player
name vs. tennis player

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Word-picture
association

ACC + RT

Supports

Silent reading
+ Frequency
judgment +
Motor imagery

Participants’
judgements in
the task + RT

Against

Decide if a
target word
was
semantically
congruent with
a phrase or not

RT + ACC

Supports

Sentencepicture
association

RT

Supports

Discriminate
between

MEPs
amplitude

Supports
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Vitale et al.
(2021)

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

N = 50

tDCS

M1

Vukovic et
al. (2017)

N = 28

rTMS

M1

Vukovic &
Shtyrov
(2019)

N = 68

cTBS

M1

N = 20

cTBS

PMC

Willems et
al. (2011)

Experimental design
name vs. actor name) x
Muscle (extensor carpi
radialis vs. tibialis
anterioris) x Time after
learning (0 vs. 24 vs. 72
h)
Sentence type (action vs.
attentional) x Stimulation
(anodal-active vs. anodalsham vs. cathodal-active
vs. cathodal-sham)
Word type (concrete verb
vs. abstract verb in the
concreteness judgement
task; or word vs.
pseudoword in the lexical
decision task) x
Stimulation site (right M1
vs. left M1 vs. No TMS)
x Task (concreteness
judgement vs. lexical
decision)
Word type (verb vs.
noun) x Stimulation (M1TMS vs. SPL-TMS vs.
M1-sham) x Word
novelty (old vs. new) x
Block (1-7)
Word type (manual verb
vs. non-manual verb) x

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Memorize and
recall phrases

ACC + MEPs
amplitude

Supports

Concreteness
judgement +
Lexical
decision

RT

Supports

Word learning
+ Lexical
decision

ACC + RT +
Movement
complexity

Supports

Lexical
decision

RT

Supports

Experimental
task
soccer-related
names and
tennis-related
names
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Main
Experiment

Stimulation Stimulation
Sample size
type
site

Experimental design

Experimental
task

Dependent
measure

Conclusions
regarding the
embodiment
hypothesis

Stimulation site (right
PMC vs. left PMC)

Abbreviations: tDCS = Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation; sp-TMS = Single-Pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; pp-TMS: PairedPulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; rTMS = Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; cTBS = Continuous Theta-Burst Stimulation;
M1 = Primary Motor Cortex; PMC = Premotor Cortex; vPMC = Ventral Premotor Cortex; dPMC = Dorsal Premotor Cortex; SMA =
Supplementary Motor Area; VLPFC = Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex; DLPFC = Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex; SPL = Superior Parietal
Lobule; RT = Reaction Time; ACC = Accuracy; MEPs = Motor Evoked Potentials; EMG = Electromyography.
Note: The column “Conclusions regarding the embodiment hypothesis” includes the conclusions manifested by the authors of the paper,
regardless of whether these studies provided significant p-values for the present analyses or not (for detailed information on the contrast
selection process, see section 2.4 - Contrast Selection and Supplementary Material, Appendix 2 - Disclosure table).
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